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Abstract 

In the field of packaging in particular advertising and product security new applications, technologies and production 
technics are demanded. This paper shows the formation of laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) on flat and 
cylindrical surfaces using an ultrashort pulsed laser. These structures have due to their micro-sized strong periodic 
characteristics a remarkable spectral optical effect. The used laser provides a beam with a wavelength of 1064 nm and a pulse 
length of 13 ps. In the experimental series the fluence as well as the number of pulses were changed to find the most optimal 
parameter field. Furthermore, a fast large-area production test of LIPSS on Cr-coated Cu embossing sleeves was performed. 
Therefor a fast scanning polygon scanner was used to achieve a high-resolution multi-directional LIPSS in a reasonable 
commercial attractive time. 
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1. Introduction 

The packaging industry is constantly searching for new innovative possibilities for advertising or product 
security applications. In this paper a method is investigated to generate laser-induced periodic surface structures 
(LIPSS) on flat and cylindrical metal surfaces. Especially in this area of applications two effects of LIPSS could 
be interesting. Due to the strong periodic wave structure a spectral optical effect can be achieved. Using a white 
light source, light with a specific wavelength can be observed under a certain viewing angle (rainbow effect) [1]. 
The second effect is that LIPSS can create (super)hydrophobic surfaces under certain circumstances or with 
additional treatment [2, 3]. Both effects are very attractive for packaging applications. Structured cylinders or 
sleeves could be used as an embossing form. In this case the LIPSS could be copied on polymer foils via heat 
embossing techniques transferring also their  optical and surface characteristics.   

The formation of laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) was investigated many times, especially 
for laser pulses with a pulse duration in the range of femtoseconds [1, 2, 4-10]. However, the use of picosecond 
[3, 11, 12] or nanosecond pulses [13] for LIPSS structuring is less frequently presented in the literature. LIPSS 
can be created on metals as well as on semiconductors or polymers [4, 5, 14]. In general, two main types of 
LIPSS are discussed: low spatial frequency LIPSS (LSFL) and high spatial frequency LIPSS (HSFL). In this 
paper only the LSFL LIPSS are considered and discussed.  

The formation of LSFL LIPSS can be explained by the interference between the incident laser light and the 
scattered light [6, 15] or a surface plasmon polarization [10]. However, the spatial period of this wave structure Λ 
is dependent on the used laser wavelength λ and the angle of incidence θ. This can be described with the 
following equation (1) [6]:  

 

Λ	 	
λ
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	 (1) 
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For all experiments in this paper the angle of incidence was fixed at 0°. Considering this, the spatial period of 
the wave structure is equal to the wavelength of the laser light. This could be confirmed by all the done 
experiments for this paper. The orientation of the wave structure is also connected with a laser beam parameter, 
in this case: the polarization of the laser beam [9]. If the beam is linearly polarized the orientation of the LIPSS 
can be rotated by rotating the polarization. This can be done with a half-wave plate.  

2. Experimental set-up 

The overall experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of three main parts: a laser, a scanning and a 
sleeve holding system. All parts were installed in a 3D Micromac microSTRUCT vario workstation (not by 
default). The used EKSPLA Atlantic picosecond DPSS laser provides a Gaussian laser beam (~ 60 µm focused 
diameter) with a wavelength of 1064 nm and a pulse length of 13 ps. The pulse frequency can be set up to 
1 MHz using a power of up to 60 W. The laser fluence can be changed by adjusting an attenuator. The scanning 
of the beam was performed by a Next Scan Technology LSE170 polygon scanner. Unlike common mirror 
scanning systems this scanner uses a constantly rotating octagonal polygon mirror unit to scan the laser beam 
with a speed between 25 and 100 m/s. The scanner provides a scan width of 170 mm. Due to the scanning 
technique the beam can be only scanned in one direction. To generate a large-area surface structure a secondary 
axis was needed. Therefore, two systems were used: For small planar samples a normal linear axis and for the 
large metal sleeves a rotational axis with matching pneumatic sleeve system. In addition to this more linear 
tables are used to regulate the position of focus and to place the roll precisely under the scanning system. The 
entire beam path has a length of 5 m. This has no effect on the quality of the beam. To set a defined polarization 
of the beam a half-wave plate was used. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Schematic sketch of the experimental set-up. 

All experiments are performed on the same type of metal sleeves. Sleeve systems are commonly used in the 
printing and packaging industry to avoid heavy solid printing or embossing cylinders. Metal sleeves are wide 
metal rings in which the transfer pattern is engraved. The sleeves used for the experiments are 14 cm wide and 
have a radius of 11 cm. For small tests one of the sleeves was cut in smaller pieces ~ 2 cm x 3 cm. All samples 
have three layers as shown in Fig. 2. The lowest layer consists of 100 µm nickel. Upon this a 350 µm thick 
copper layer and a chromium layer (10 µm) is deposited. All metal layers are created by electro-plating.  

 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Layer system of sample sleeves. 

3. Experimental results 

3.1. General formation of LIPSS 

To find an optimal parameter set for the LIPSS formation a test array was produced by scanning lines with 
varying the scanning speed (number of pulses) and the laser power. The result can be seen in Table 1. The field of 
parameter sets where continuously LIPSS are formed is surrounded by three main problematics: With lower laser 
power the spot diameter decreases. This leads to a separation of the spots and a discontinuous line. With high 
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laser power and a small number of pulses only a melting of the surface is observed. Lines produced with a high 
laser power and a large number of laser pulses show droplet formations instead of LIPSS. Two examples can be 
seen in Fig. 3. The left image shows continuous LIPSS, the right image droplet formation.  

Table 1. Results of line arrays by varying number of pulses and laser power. 
pulse spacing sp = 50 µm 984 kHz 

Laser fluence [J/cm²] 

1.08 0.98 0.87 0.76 0.65 0.54 0.44 0.33 0.22 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.04 
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Fig. 3. Optical microscopic images of lines with a laser power of 30 W, pulse spacing 50 µm, 20 pulses (left), 80 pulses (right). Pulses are 
perfectly scanned over each other. 

3.2. Orientation of LIPSS 

The orientation of the wave structure can be controlled by changing the laser polarization. For this experiment a 
half-wave plate was used to set a specific linear laser polarization angle.  

 

Fig. 4 shows how the wave orientation is rotated by rotating the half-wave plate.  
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Fig. 4. Optical microscopic images of different wave orientations at different rotation angles of the half-wave plate (numbers show plate 
angle; double arrows indicate the direction of the electrical field of the laser beam). 

4. Fast process of large-area LIPSS 

To cover an area with LIPSS lines with a defined pulse spacing sp are scanned under each other with a 
constant line spacing sl. If these two parameters are set to the value of the spot diameter (~ 65 µm at 0.6 J/cm²) 
the dots exactly match together. To achieve a completely covered surface these values must be smaller. It is clear 
that these two values directly control the number of laser pulses per position. To reach the necessary 20–50 
pulses these parameters must be small. The smallest possible spacing of the pulses in each line is limited by the 
scanner with 28 µm (overlap ~ 57%, 2 pulses per position in line). So the line spacing must be much smaller. To 
reach an acceptable number of pulses and a uniform surface a line space of 3 µm (overlap ~ 95%, 22 pulses per 
position) was used.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5. Sketch of pulses with defined pulse spacing sp and line spacing sl. 

The used scanner system is synchronized with the laser. This makes it possible to align the following lines 
directly under each other. However, it turns out that such an adjustment results in an additional low-frequency 
wave structure due to the difference of sl and sp. To avoid this, the waiting delays of the 8 polygon mirrors of the 
scanner where adjusted to create a kind of wobble in the starting point of the following lines (Fig. 6). These delays 
shift the starting point to a maximum of the half of sp. If these settings are used a closed and regular wave 
structure can be produced. An image of such a structure can be seen in Fig. 7.  
    
 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 6. Sketch of pulse arrays perfect orthogonal alignment (left) and aligned for areal LIPPS writing (right). 
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Fig. 7. SEM image of LIPSS with sp = 28 µm, sl = 3 µm and desynchronized line alignment. 

The scanning of predefined patterns can be achieved using bmp-files. The scanner performs a constant 
overwriting of the line and switches the laser on and off accordingly to the file data. If the sample is moved 
orthogonal to the scan direction (planar or cylindrical) a two-dimensional pattern can be produced. For this paper 
a large hexagonal pattern was used to test the precision and time dependence. To test also the industrial 
conditions a common Cr/Cu sleeve cylinder for printing or packaging technologies was used. Unfortunately due 
to the small line space of 3 µm the bmp-file for a complete structuring of the sleeve is too large for standard 
encoders. This problem can be avoided by stitching several patterns together. The rotation speed of the sleeve is 
only determined by the line space. A line spacing of 3 µm corresponds to a rotational speed of 0.157 °/s. Using 
this a complete structuring of the sleeve can be achieved in only 38 min.  

To test the lateral precision of the stitching process the original hexagonal pattern was separated into three 
files and processed on top of each other only changing the polarization of the laser beam. This results in an 
optical effect not only changing with the viewing angle but also with the rotational angel between sample and 
observer (Fig. 8). It was found that the precision of the process is equal to the precision of the axis (~ 1 µm).  

 
  

 

Fig. 8. Optical image of a hexagonal LIPSS pattern with different wave orientations, left: Cr-sleeve sample, right: close-up view with the tree 
different LIPPS orientation. 

5. Conclusion 

It was shown that laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) can be formed using a picosecond laser 
that provides a beam with a wavelength of 1064 nm and a pulse length of 13 ps. A parameter field was shown in 
which the structure is continuous and regular. Furthermore, problems and their solutions were discussed that 
emerge when using a high-speed polygon scanner system. It was shown that a structuring of large-area metal 
sleeves is possible in a reasonable commercial attractive time.  
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